OSE WORLDWIDE

Faithful to its more than one-hundred-year-old tradition, OSE is developing its international activities.

OSE is establishing partnerships with the reemerging Jewish communities in East-Central Europe as well as with Western European communities and those around the Mediterranean and in Israel. These partnerships are based on exchanges of best professional practices in each of the domains in which it is active.

OSE answers the requests of its partners, Jewish associations and local administrations, in order to allow them to take advantage of its experience and know-how.

OSE has close relations with European and international Jewish organizations.

Since 2010, OSE organizes international seminars bringing together French and international participants working in the medical and social fields, enabling exchanges on common issues and practices.

While the majority of OSE’s actions is funded by French public authorities, its actions benefiting Jewish communities in France and abroad can only be assured through the generosity of private donors.